
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: SCOTTSVILLE@2020.01.15 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 1, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R100.000, 12:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: MILLER MAN showed some promise in his barrier trial. STORMIN NORMAN makes his 
local debut and could well be a winning one. AUGUST RED has run some fairraces and is not out of it. 
SOLICITOR GENERAL and FOREST JUMP are both holding form and can contest the finish. HEROIC 
DEED has Anton Marcus aboard andmust be considered. DARKEST DAWN did what was asked of him 
in his trial. 
 
Selections: 
#16 Darkest Dawn, #5 Stormin Norman, #9 Solicitor General, #6 August Red 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 2, Gallops, 1600m, Turf, R100.000, 13:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: PURE QUALITY has improved with Blinkers and can contest the finish again. MASTER 
DYNAMITE could improve this longer distance.EAGLES VISION tired last last time out and could prefer 
this shorter distance. FADE TO BLACK could improve on his local debut. FRANKIE TWO SHOES might 
play a minor role. TAIL SPIN won a sprint barrier trial. LIVING WATERS returns from a short 
break-chance 
 
Selections: 
#13 Living Waters, #2 Pure Quality, #14 Black Fox, #15 Grey Linngari 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 3, Gallops, 1950m, Turf, R100.000, 13:50GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: POWER TO COMMAND ran a much improved last run and must be considered. ROCK 
WITH ME needs to do more to win but could earn some minor money. IMPERIAL RAGE is battling but 
can win a weak race like this. CASSIUS COLT can go close to winning in such company. STUNNING 
GUEST showed good improvement last timeout and can go one better. NOBLE FLIGHT is better than his 
last run suggests 
 
Selections: 
#7 Imperial Rage, #9 Cassius Colt, #11 Stunning Guest, #13 Noble Flight 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 4, Gallops, 2400m, Turf, R105.000, 14:25GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: CRIME VICTIM has not won for some time but might play a minor role. 
PAYBACKTHEMONEY is course and distance suited and should be right there at the finish. TOP 
CLASSMAN can earn some minor money. TWICE THE FLIGHT is improving and could like this distance. 
DONT LOOK BACK was not far back in a better field than this last time. Respect GREEK SWORD who is 
improving nicely. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Paybackthemoney, #12 Greek Sword, #7 Don'T Look Back, #8 Twice Golden 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 5, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R100.000, 15:00GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: CUVARA proved just in need of his last run and will be fitter this time. SHARE HOLDER 
disappointed last time out but should do better. MADE IN HOLLYWOOD has not won for some time but 
cannot be ignored with Anton Marcus in the money. BLACKBURN ROC is battling for his second win but 
could place. HIGH VOLTAGE tackles stronger but could place. WAVE has ability and can go close. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Wave, #7 Cavalieri, #5 Blackburn Roc, #1 Cuvara 
 



Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 6, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R105.000, 15:37GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: WHIZZ OF ODDS has done nothing wrong so far and could still be a step aheadof the 
handicapper. This is tougher task for her but she could keep a perfect record. CANDY GALORE is better 
than her last run and could pop up in the places. WILDLY IN LOVE has been disappointing recently-might 
place. BE HAPPYwas full of running when winning last time out and must be considered. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Whizz Of Odds, #8 Be Happy, #11 Dive Captain, #10 Smiley Kylie 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 7, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R105.000, 16:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: INN A MINUTE won nicely last time out but tackles stronger and tries a bend. 
SANSKRIFT is battling to win but might earn some money. LIQUID IRISH is better than her last run and 
must be respected. OOH LA LA returns from a shortbreak but could finish in the money. More was 
expected of LADY CAROLINE LAMB last time out but she can earn some money. SCARLET CHILL is not 
out of it. 
 
Selections: 
#11 Vomandla, #10 On The Double, #6 Lady Caroline Lamb, #5 Ooh La La 
 
Scottsville, 15.01.2020, Race 8, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R90.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: KILDONAN BAY seems better than what she showed last time around. FIRST 
SIGHTING is holding form and could be ready to win. KILVINGTON is better than her last run and she 
does have a winning chance in this line-up. SANS DANCER is unreliable but is not out of it. PATH TO 
GLORY was not beaten far last time and could place. LA DUCHESS finally shed her maiden tag but 
might place. 
 
Selections: 
#6 First Sighting, #15 Bint El Malak, #8 San's Dancer, #7 Kilvington 
 
Best Win: #1 WHIZZ OF ODDS                        
Best Value Bet:                                         
Best Longshot: #11 VOMANDLA                            


